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Securing
Your Future
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To deliver better products, value-added services and raise the professionalism in the industry.

Mission

About GGI

Vision

To build an ideal environment for the growth and protection of wealth and lives.

Core Values

To gain the trust of 
our customers, we are 
committed to fulfill all our 
responsibilities and promises 
to them in the most 
professional manner.

We believe in being simple
and straight-forward; making 
it easy to understand, to 
access and to claim for our 
customers.

Our willingness to learn, 
improve, and invest in people 
development helps us to move 
forward as a team and company.

We want to build sustainable 
relationships by treating our 
customers like our friends, 
always providing a plan that 
best suits their needs.

Customer care also means 
responding to them in a 
timely manner, always taking 
the initiative to keep our 
customers up-to-date, and 
take them through every step of 
insurance purchase and claim.

Integrity Simplicity Progressiveness Customer Care
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

I wish all our Customers, Business Partners and Shareholders good luck 

and happiness!

GGI is in a mission of rendering economic and social backing for your 

success and providing financial support in case you face any loss or 

damage apart from developing the insurance industry and serving the 

interest of shareholders.

The Nature of Insurance 

Insurance is, by nature, a helpful industry for a better life as it protects 

public property or riches through financial guarantees for any loss or 

damage. Additionally, premiums paid by the customers who have greater 

trust in the industry because of its benefits will serve the national economy 

in one way or another. By buying a life insurance policy or any policy for 

other types of insurance, the policyholder is safer than others, as his policy 

guarantees financial backing or compensation for any loss he may suffer.

Potential of Insurance Business in Myanmar

Observers see insurance business in Myanmar as the industry with one 

of the highest potential growth rate as only 1 percent of the country’s 

population of 55 million has the insurance policy, leaving the remaining 

99 percent of this market still untapped. Leading international companies 

have identified this potential and they are considering Myanmar as 

the insurance new and emerging frontier market where investment 

opportunities are high and penetration rate is low at less than 0.50 

percent. Currently, 11 domestic insurance companies are doing business 

with the aim of facilitating the economic and social progress under the 

market-economy. A 2017 research estimated that the premium income of 

the whole industry would reach USD 2 billion in 2030, up from just USD 50 

million in 2015.

Service Promotion

Well aware of the high potentials the insurance business is offering, GGI 

has assigned itself with the task of introducing new products that may

U Aik Htun
Chairman
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suit the public aspirations well. Additionally, GGI is extending its branch network, holding talks on insurance 

business at promising places and meeting with rural people in disseminating knowledge about micro-

insurances such as farmers’ insurance down to the grassroots. As for any loss of life or injury of the persons 

who have bought car or travel insurance policy, GGI is making home visits in providing financial support for 

them. GGI ensures 24-hour services for customers, especially, for the comprehensive motor insurance. Aside 

from all the above-mentioned endeavors, GGI is still in search of new ways to further improve its services.

Long-term Relationship with Partners

Maintaining a long-term relationship is what GGI always has in mind in its relations with new and existing 

customers, business partners such as banks, corporates, car showrooms, car workshops, hospitals and 

surveyors, and particularly insurance agents, who are underpinning GGI as its main pillars. Subsequently, 

GGI holds constructive consultations in looking into their need as the company favours warmer bilateral 

relations with them.

Main Assets and Business Model Innovation

GGI saw much progress during the five years after its establishment, and they are as follows:

(A) The rising popularity of GGI brand.

Example: GGI holds the largest share of the comprehensive motor insurance market.

(B) The extending branch network of GGI.

Example: GGI now has six branches in Yangon alone and another ten in regions and states.

(C) Employing a skilled workforce of nearly 500 employees.

(D) Working together with over 500 insurance agents with high marketing ability.

With above-mentioned assets in hand, GGI is tasked itself with further improving its value. GGI

has invested its financial assets in the following sectors to support the national economic growth.

(i) Treasury Bond  13.8 billion

(ii) MEB  4.6 billion

(iii) Time Deposit  4.5 billion

The Three-year Business Plan

GGI has already adopted a three-year business plan starting from this year up to 2020. In January 2018, 

the Management Conference involved the top management and the branch managers to structure GGI 

objectives and our roadmap. Its main priorities are:

- Every branch should sustain its own income,

- An in-charge should propose a project that is definitely within the capacity of his branch and    

 should submit the project together with an action plan.
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Thanks to the three-year plan, the Enterprise Value of a branch can be estimated by the end of 2020. Gradual 

and stable annual growth rate of GGI must be achieved through all-inclusive efforts. Overseas marine cargo 

insurance and foreign/domestic travel insurance are this year’s priority sectors of GGI which promises 

accelerated efforts for customer satisfaction and progress of the two products, 

Shares of GGI

Although GGI is a public company set up with the shares of the stakeholders, the task of raising the share 

value is beyond the sole ability of GGI. The task calls for an imperative mission of cooperating harmoniously 

with all stakeholders who have business connections with GGI apart from establishing a long-lasting 

relationship with them. Not only the GGI staffs but also all its business partners including workshops and 

insurance agents should exert ardent efforts in ensuring customer satisfaction and confidence to reach 

this end.

The task also covers other essential areas as the work of deepening the shareholders confidence in GGI 

and also winning the trust of the Insurance Business Regulatory Board-IBRB that is serving as the warden 

of the whole insurance business in Myanmar. We firmly believe that greater confidence in us means higher 

value for our shares.

Another area of the task concerns with promoting customer confidence in our reputation and ethics. In this 

regard, we must keep our promises that our services and methods are always swift, simple, accurate and 

appropriate.

I pledge best efforts (1) in serving the interest of our customers and business partners, (2) for the benefit of 

shareholders, (3) to support the national progress and (4) in building a peaceful and stable environment for 

mankind. With this I conclude.

Thank you.

Aik Htun
Chairman
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Board of
Directors

From Left to Right:

Daw Nan Khin Htwe
Daw Sandar Htun 
U Win Htay 
U Aung Than 
U Aung Zaw Naing 
U Maung Maung Aye 
U Soe Paing 
U Hla Oo 
U Aik Htun 
U Aik Yee 
U Tin Maung Latt  
U Myo Naung 
U Myo Nyunt 
U Ye Myint 
U Zaw Myint Htoo    
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BOD REPORT

Grand Guardian Insurance Public Company Limited (GGI) was formed under the license No (002) issued by 

the IBRB in accord with the Myanmar Companies Act and the Insurance Law.

As GGI is a public company, its priority sectors include transparency, supervision by support task groups and 

development of a sound corporate governance.

In carrying out its insurance businesses, GGI always abides by the rules and principles of insurance, ensures 

continuous progress under the supervision of IBRB and directives of the BOD. It also has adopted plans for 

the development of its employees.  It is working towards:

(1) Progress of the insurance sector,

(2) Serving the interest of the Stakeholders,

(3) Supporting the economic, social and other sectors of the State. 

Its premium income for fiscal year 2017-2018 is Ks 15.65 billion, indicating a 57.44% increase compared to 

last year. In fact, it is just a part of the Business Portfolio of fiscal year 2017-2018.

IT Implementation

GGI introduced the Insurance Core Solution in this fiscal year for greater progress of computer system of 

the insurance business. The company opened five more branches in fiscal year 2017-2018. Its 16 branches 

and over 500  employees are working with greater acceleration. As a member of the United Nations Global 

Compact it is observing the Guidelines of the international body.

Following are the philanthropic tasks carried out this year:

- Partaking in the International White Cane Day,

- Collective blood donation by the GGI employees,

- Taking part in traffic rules awareness campaigns,

- Holding the cold season sports events for  employees,

- Celebrating birthday parties of the employees monthly. 
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During its five years of service, GGI saw progress to a certain degree thanks to the support of customers. 

It will strive for achieving long-term development through improved customer services. Its goal is the 

provision of quality services.

GGI is implementing plans for the following sectors 

1. Sales Focus (Promotion of sales power),

2. Product Development (Introduction of market-friendly products),

3. Distribution Channel (Developing the sales sector),

4. Corporate Sales (Prioritizing big businesses),

5. IT (Ever advancing technology),

6. Operational Efficiency (Staff capacity-building),

7. Sustainable Growth (Sustainable success).

Risk Management is also a priority area of GGI which is sharing and managing risks. Its underwriting 

division is doing its job under the rules and principles, while the claim division is ensuring quick and fault-

free responses and services. As for high risk businesses GGI is working under the co-insurance scheme 

with the involvement of its domestic counterparts.

GGI’s solemn vow is to work in the interest of customers for ensuring sustainable development, to render 

assistance for the sector-wide development of the nation and to strive for increasing the share values.
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GGI Top
Management

From Left to Right:

U Than Sein
U Aung Kyaw Zaw
U Htin Kyaw Kyi 
U Tun Kyaing 
U Htay Paing 
U Myo Naung 
U Aung Min 
Daw Kyin Htay 
Daw Hnin Sein 
Daw Moe Moe Aye 
Daw Htet Htet Aung    
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OUTLOOK FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018
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GGI’s key to market promotion is the extension of its business network. GGI needs business extension in 

the areas where it can find more clients. Simple procedures and honesty is the core for winning the trust 

of clients. With this in mind, GGI is extending its business network. The new branches opened in fiscal year 

2017-2018 are highlighted  in orange in the map. Actually, branches serve as the bridge between GGI and its 

customers, while helping facilitate all claim services.
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Although the economic situation has posed some challenges, GGI poured more investment in 2017-2018 

for increasing its main assets, while promoting its competitive advantage and assuring a secure future for 

clients through its innovative initiatives.

GGI earned over Ks 15 billion 
from its services.

GGI introduced five new products 

during the previous year and earned 

over Ks 90 million from them.

GGI is providing better customer 

services with its 490 employees. It 

generated 130 new jobs during the 

previous year.

Finance Operation Employees

GGI invested over Ks 1 billion for 

developing its IT platform.
GGI has won 84% customer 

satisfaction.
GGI stood at the seventh position 

of the 2018 Transparency report.

IT Customer Response Transparency

General insurance Life assurance

Motor Cash in safe Fidelity Fire Special Traveling 
Insurance

Marine 
Cargo Endowment Group life Snake bite Sportsmen Health insurance

Clients

 Personal x x x x x x x

 Business x x x x x x x x

 Protection Vehicles Cash Cash Properties People Goods Family Team Family Family Family

Type of risk

 Traffic accident x

 Business continuity x x x

 Crime

 Fire x x

 Fraud x

 Health x x x x x

 Life accident x

Performance

 Premium (million MMK)  9,358.3  44.5  19.4  4,463.9  730.4  213.0  352.23  283.16  0.27  1.28  96.80 

 Claim paid (million MMK)  5,299.3  -  -  2.3  41.5  9.2  2.00  2.00  2.53  6.48 

 Growth compared to last year J J J J

Those are our fast growing products: their growth reached at least 35% compared to FY 16/17 

and contributed to generate at least 80m MMK of additional revenues.J
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GGI VALUE CHAIN
Discover how GGI value chain is creating and sharing value with our stakeholders.

1. What do we do? At GGI, we strive to help our customers, protecting for their family, property 
and business by offering them the best insurance products in Myanmar. 

People

Family

PropertyHealth

Business

Assets

OperationsEmployees

Protecting what matters
for our customers

Pricing Risks and
Structuring Our Offer

Risks: Traffic Accident, Illness,
Fire, Natural Disasters

Our business is to assess the costs of a 
risk and to design the best products to 
protect our clients. We need to constantly 
review the different risks factors, our 
range of products and its pricing: we need 
highly skilled people for this.

Teaming with
the Right Partners

To support our clients, we are 
working with a network of partners 
(hospitals, workshops etc) who will 
support them. Therefore, we need 
to carefully select them to deliver 
our promises when our clients need 
it the most. This will induce different 
fees to pay for their services.  

Serving Our Clients

When an accident occurs, we will assist 
and support our customers. During the 
claim process, we will pay what we 
owe them. 

Generating Revenues

Our clients will select the risks 
they want to cover with our 
products. They will pay us a 
premium.

Funding Myanmar
State Budget

We are contributing to Myanmar 
State budget when we pay our 
taxes in the form of commercial 
tax, stamp duties, income tax.

Managing Our
Financial Capital

Insurers are also generating revenues by 
investing on the best financial vehicles. 
In Myanmar, we invest to support Myanmar 
economy. We will get in return a return on 
our investments. 

Paying Dividends

GGI is also paying dividends to its 
shareholders as they are the ones 
who invested and trusted GGI first. 

This step contribute creating value thanks to our financial, 
human and social capitals.

This step contribute sharing value with our majors 
stakeholders (business partners, suppliers, government, ...).

GGI products are to be protected from various types of risks. Our customers will pay a 
premium and, if an accident happens that is covered by their policy, we will insure them. 2.
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To deliver our promise to our customers, we rely on a huge network of stakeholders. 
Therefore, it is critical for us to be able to create value for our shareholders and to 
share it fairly as well with our major stakeholders. 

OUR CLIENTS

50,549
Number of Policies

7,234
Number of Claims

84%
Satisfaction Rate
of Our Customers

16
Branches

550
Agents

33
Garages

15
Hospitals

15,653 Revenue (MMK Million)

46,920 Shareholders’ Equity (MMK million)

Finances

490
50%
50%
130

Headcount

% of Male

% of Female

New Recruits

People

SHARING VALUE

2,442
Gross Payroll (MMK million)

782
Income Tax Provision (MMK million)

5,447
Claims Paid (MMK million)

3.5

109

46

3.

OUR NETWORK CREATING VALUE 

Average Number of Training Hours per Employee

Number of People Promoted

Number of Women Promoted
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GGI SHAREHOLDERS AND KEY STAKEHOLDERS

GGI has 96 shareholders. Trust of the shareholders is the most important asset of the company. 66% of its 

shares are owned by 11 persons who are the largest shareholders. The full information about its shareholders 

is accessible on GGI’s website.

1

2
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U Aung Zaw Naing

Daw Sandar Htun

Green Light Treasure Co Ltd (Represented by U Yone Mu)

U Maung Sai

Good Brothers Co Ltd (Represented by U Hla Oo)

Yadanar Theingi Co Ltd (Represented by U Aik Yee)

Daw Than Win

IME Holdings Co Ltd (Represented by U Zaw Myint Htoo)

U Aik Htun

Paing Family International Co Ltd (Represented by U Soe Paing)

U Maung Maung Aye

1036354

1024998

281250

140760

131376

121992

93840

93840

84456

57868

56304

22.09%

21.85%

6.00%

3.00%

2.80%

2.60%

2.00%

2.00%

1.80%

1.23%

1.20%

Name

To deliver our promises, we have to work closely with our stakeholders. The premium paid by our customers 

are generating our incomes: GGI will then protect them when we are dealing with their claims

Share %No. of Shares
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Customers

Income Claims

Dividends

Shareholders

Business Partners Suppliers StateEmployees

Claims Commission Expenditures Tax

We rely on a network of business partners (garages, hospitals) to make sure that our customers will be able 

to get the assistance they may need easily. Our employees are also critical: we need to recruit and develop 

the right skills. We also have to make sure that we are operating with high performing assets, tools and 

technology to deliver the best services to our customer. Finally, we are paying our tax and sharing the results 

of GGI efficiency with our shareholders. 
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Strategy and
Management
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Business Strategy
& Management

GGI is among the private insurance companies permitted to start its operations in 2013. Soon, international 

insurance companies will be allowed to do business in Myanmar. So, the insurance sector will gain rapid 

development.

Insurance is an important sector supporting the economic changes and developments of the country 

and social environment. It guarantees financial support for any unexpected loss. As Insurance Business 

protects the lives and property of the people, it covers both  Physical Damage and Financial Loss.

MARKET

Myanmar has a population of about 55 million. The country has advantages such as public consumption 

power, safe labour charges in trade with neighbours, abundant supply of job opportunities, business 

supportive policy and high growth rate.

The scope of insurance further widens alongside the economic growth. National economic growth 

increases per capita income and improves living standard and the insurance business will become the 

main force underpinning the stable economic system, social environment and quality life.

KEY OPPORTUNITIES & RISKS
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GGI is prioritizing the following sectors for its sustainable development in carrying out insurance services.

1. Human Resources Development

Human resources is the most important for GGI whose main service is based on service provision. GGI has 

adopted all-round staff qualification promotion programs. For example, the company is conducting job 

efficiency courses and economic and market information and data collection courses and IT and computer 

proficiency courses.

(a) Professional Skill

Sector-wise skill and job efficiency and innovation are important. GGI compiles an annual calendar in 

implementing its tasks.

(b) Work Efficiency

Work efficiency is the main pillar of sustainable development of the business. Moreover, staff qualification, 

knowledge on customer needs and customer satisfaction are also vital factors.

(c) Promotion of Staff Qualification

High staff qualification is the backbone of sustainable development and competitive edge. Low cost, high 

production and swifter process are other benefits.

2. IT Platform

GGI is giving priority to IT sector in its insurance services. Nowadays, IT plays a pivotal role in every sector. 

IT provides operation efficiency, data accuracy and customer database, with less operational cost. GGI 

has made investment in the Insurance Core Solution, Hardware and Infrastructure. It has initiated Mobile 

Insurance scheme for broader market promotion activities.

PRIORITY FUNCTIONS AND STRATEGY
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3. Customer Care Service

Sales success is the main business driving force of GGI. GGI will launch sales promotion campaigns for 

offering customer-oriented and market-wise services after analyzing the market trend and customer 

needs. It is providing other suitable insurance policies for its customers. The company is also introducing 

market-friendly innovative insurance products that are adaptable to the developing market and the 

changing and improving lifestyles.

As regards the promotion of its sale channel, GGI has set up an agent network, joined hands with banks, sold 

policies through motor showrooms and business partners, and established cooperation with Corporates 

in providing services for their customers.

KEY FIGURES

5
Number of New Products 
launches in 2017

1B MMK
GGI investment in IT

84%
Customer satisfaction 
rate on GGI services
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GGI is a public company. So it has business transparency, and it issues data and information occasionally 

and publishes its annual report every year. The company forms four committees for business coordination 

and regulation. The company has set up the internal audit division and is working with an external audit firm 

for the correctness and accuracy of its accounts and regulating its functions.

GGI is working under the supervision of IBRB and in accord with the law, rules and procedures.

The company is serving the interest of the customers in a fair and correct manner and places trust-building 

with them in the fore in accord with the motto “integrity” which is included in its core values. As a member 

of the United Nations Global Compact, GGI is observing the international body’s rules. Through the efforts to 

serve the interest of customers and social interest and to participate in the national economic development 

undertakings it is striving to become a good company.

BUSINESS ETHICS

CODE OF CONDUCT

GGI adopted its code of conduct in October 2017. It wrote its Code of conduct 

in accordance with the law, rules and principles. All the directors, managers 

and staff have to comply with the Code of conduct. GGI is also conducting 

training and knowledge-sharing sessions for it newly appointed staffs 

and distributing handbooks for them. Additionally, it has a Zero Tolerance 

Approach regarding corruption.

The company is continuously issuing directives on dos and don’ts for its  

employees. If any wrong doing or possible misconducts by its staffs are 

found, please inform GGI through hr-ho@ggipinsurance.com. 
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UNGC (United Nation Global Compact) 

GGI joined the United Nations Global Compact as its member on 8 

November 2016. It is annually issuing its COP report which can be read 

on our website. The COP report explained how GGI is observing the Ten 

Principles laid down by the UNGC and the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs). GGI has been adopting its Business Strategies, Business Practices, 

policies and operational procedures in accord with the stipulations of the 

Ten Principles which include Human Rights, Labor Rights, Environment 

and Anti-corruption. GGI is an ardent participant in the CSR activities. The 

following are some of its activities:

- Monthly-celebrated staff birthday parties

- Provision of necessary relief aids and help in the areas hit by natural disasters

- Adoption of programs to reduce water and electricity consumption

GGI hopes to stand as a Role Model of the insurance industry by promoting 

its Governance Standards through the observance of the Ten Principles of 

the UNGC.

Pwint Thit Sa Report

Pwint Thit Sa is a project led by the Myanmar Centre for Responsible Business 

(MCRB) and Yever, a business consultancy. GGI has been selected as a top 

performer in 2018 and stood in the topmost of all public companies. GGI 

promises heightened efforts for business management and transparency 

in the coming years.

KEY FIGURES

1
Code of Conduct to frame 

how do we operate

7th

This is our rank in the 2018 Pwint 

Thit Sa report. GGI achieved the best 

score among public companies. 

0
No cases of corruption has 

been confirmed. 

100%
All our new hires are trained 

to comply with our Code of 

Conduct
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What risks in Myanmar and how GGI can protect you?

For example, Ko Phyo is a 55 years old. He 

is owning a small company that produces 

delicious dried mango. He is exporting some of 

its products. 

Expanding its business is challenging because 

he needs to work closely with the farmers who 

raise mango to secure its own supply. 

Recently, his best friend told him that an insurer 

just opened up a branch near their town and 

that insurers were able to protect people and 

businesses over long term. Ko Phyo wants to 

learn more about GGI.  

Ko Phyo

Farmer

Ma Sandar is sales manager at 

GGI branch. She explains to Ko 

Phyo the huge variety of risks that 

may impact Ko Phyo business and 

family and how GGI can help him 

protecting his key assets. 

Ma Sandar

GGI Sales Manager

GGI also provides a range of solution for its B2B clients when they need to be protected against certain accidents: 

robbery, loss of goods during their transportation, ... For Ko Phyo, for example, Ma Sandar strongly recommend to 

discuss with its suppliers to cover their operations in order to secure its own business. It may be a win win deal for 

him: his suppliers will be more confident and they will probably invest to expand their own capacities. 

G
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Driving in Myanmar can be dangerous. 

According to the latest data released 

by the CSO, the number of registered 

motor vehicles has been increasing 

by 10% each year since 2014. In 2016, 

450 accidents occurred daily. Fixing a 

damaged vehicle can be costly. 

Traffic Accident

A motor insurance that 

will help them to find 

the right garage for the 

reparation and will bear 

a share of the costs. 

Fire can destroy buildings and 

neighbourhoods entirely. According 

to the latest data released by the Fire 

Services Department, 800 fires occured 

in average each year between 1999 and 

2009. In 2017, a fatal accident ravaged an 

iconic hotel in Yangon. 

Fire

A fire insurance to 

compensate the 

financial loss on the 

damaged assets

Myanmar health system is one

of the weakest in the world. 

According to Myanmar Government 

and World Bank, out-of-pocket expenses 

account for almost 80% of total 

health spending. As a result, people 

will have to bear the cost themselves 

to be healed and for the most serious 

cases, the costs can be high. 

Health

A solution for the 

family leader and 

the business owner 

to protect its family 

and/or its team.
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Corporate
Governance
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

The Board of Directors (BOD) members of GGI are a group of persons selected by the shareholders for a 

one-year term for the management of functions of GGI on behalf of them. The duties of the BOD involve 

the adoption of Corporate Strategies of GGI and giving of market-based business directives for annual 

progress. Additionally, the BOD is a body guiding GGI within the framework of Myanmar Companies Act 

and insurance laws.

The following four committees were formed to implement GGI operations within the framework of 

Insurance Business Law, rules, procedures, notifications and check and balance system.

96 Shareholders

Annual
General Meeting

Chairman

Directors

Board of Directors

Board’s Committees

Renumeration
Compensation

and Benefit
Investment and

Risk Management
Audit Compliance

and Corporate Governance

Managing Director
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1. Audit, Compliance and Corporate Governance Committee

- The observance of the Myanmar Companies Act and the insurance laws in carrying out the insurance   

 business is the objective of the committee.

- The committee is formed with board of director or independent members and at least one of them has  

 financial experience. Membership strength can be extended depending on the work volume.

- Managing the permitted insurance businesses and insurance businesses that are allowed occasionally  

 under notification to be in lined with principles and rules and regulations of IBRB.

- Main benefits:

(a) Increased trust in the Financial Report.

(b) Increased awareness of the following functions of the BOD.

 (b-1) Distribution of financial information,

 (b-2) Adoption of the right accounting policies,

 (b-3) Financial management,

 (b-4) Controlling and auditing.

2. Compensation and Benefit Committee
 
- The objective of the committee is to ensure that the insured fully enjoy his rightful compensation and 

benefits. The committee is formed with board of director or independent members and at least one of them 

has insurance experience. Membership strength can be extended depending on the work volume.

- Its functions are:

(a) Claim management,

(b) Settlement of a claim payment in time,

(c) Deserved compensation for the insured,

(d)  Giving supervision for the fairness in paying compensation or compassionate grant or any

  kind of grant to the company staffs for various reasons.
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3. Investment and Risk Management Committee
 
- Enabling the BOD to adopt appropriate and fair measures for policyholders and shareholders and to do the risk   

 management job systematically. The committee is formed with board of director or independent members and at

 least one of them has insurance experience. Membership strength can be extended depending on the work volume.

- Its responsibilities are:

 (a) Supervising the investment scheme,

 (b) Investing the premiums in reliable businesses,

 (c) Signing contracts with reinsurance companies,

 (d) Underwriting high-risk businesses.

4. Remuneration Committee

- Making occasional assessments on and ensuring fairness in the rights, salaries, bonuses, and other grants of the  

 staffs is the objective of the committee.

- The committee is formed with board of director or independent members. Membership strength can be extended  

 depending on the work volume.

- Its main duties are:

  (a) Carrying out the supervision work for the company directors to enjoy their rightful salary,

  allowances, bonuses, and grants,

  (b) Ensuring fairness in the salaries, allowances, bonuses, compassionate ,grants, other grants

  and old-age funds for the company staffs,

 (c) Ensuring fairness and perfection in distributing him benefits to shareholders.

Name Shareholders Board
Board Meetings 

Attendance

 Board Committees

Audit , Compliance and 
Corporate Governance 

Committee

Compensation and 
Benefit Committee

Investment and 
Risk Management 

Committee

Remuneration 
Committee

U Aik Htun x Chairman 100%

U Aung Zaw Naing x Vice Chairman 100%

U Aik Yee x Vice Chairman 100% C

U Myo Naung x Managing Director 100% M

U Aung Than x Director 50% M

U Ye Myint x Director 100% M

U Hla Oo x Director 100% M

U Win Htay x Director 100% M

U Soe Paing x Director 50% C

U Myo Nyunt x Director 100% C

U Tin Maung Latt x Director 100% M

U Maung Maung Aye x Director 100% C

Daw Sandar Htun x Director 0% M

Daw Nan Khin Htwe Director 100% M

U Zaw Myint Htoo x Director 50% M

C  Chairman M  Member
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Parkroyal Hotel Yangon
17 June 2017

Minute of the Fifth Annual Meeting of the Shareholders

GGI held its annual meeting at Parkroyal Hotel in Yangon on 17 June 2017. Forty-two percent of the 

shareholders were present at the meeting chaired by chairman U Aik Htun,

- On behalf of the BOD, Managing Director U Myo Naung read out the BOD report, and financial statement.

- U Win Thin of the audit firm discussed the matters relating to the company and the accounts, and   

 auditor Daw Kyaw Zar Chi Win presented the audit report.

- The meeting elected four new directors for five vacant posts left behind by the directors who quitted   

 their post, elected U Hla Oo as a new director and approved the appointed of 15 directors for fiscal year   

 2017-2018.

- Director U Myo Nyunt read out the reports of the four management committees of the company.

- Shareholders present at the meeting approved Win Thin and Associates as the external auditor for fiscal  

 year 2017-2018.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management is an essential task for any organization whether it concerns with business or not. 

Every country has a national level risk management system. So also, every organization establishes 

an enterprise risk management system. Likewise, GGI, as a public company, has its own specific 

enterprise risk management system. The significant nature of an insurance company is that it is 

shouldering a risk on behalf of a person or an organization. Because of this nature, insurance is 

sometimes called risk sharing or risk management. Enterprise risk management system is the 

lifeblood of an insurance company for its sustainable development.

Risk Management Committee that is supportive of the BOD

Risk management plays a vital role in the sustainable development of an insurance company. GGI 

formed Risk Management Committee for the effectiveness of its risk management task. It has 

studied the possible risks an insurance company can face, and adopted means to deal with them.

Risk Management Committee is formed with the following persons:

 1. U Maung Maung Aye  Chairman

 2. U Htin Kyaw Kyi  Secretary

 3. U Aung Than   Member

 4. U Hla Oo   Member
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Investment  and
Risk Management Committee

Risk Management Division

Board of Directors

Risk Assessment Team (1)

1. U Htay Paing - Leader

2. Daw Hnin Sein - Member

3. Daw Thin Zar Pwint Phyu - Member

4. Daw Win Kyi - Member

5. U Ye Wint Aung - Member

Claim Adjustment Team (2)

1. U Tun Kyaing - Leader

2. Qualified Lawyer - Member

3. Qualified Adjuster/Engineer - Member

4. U Htin Kyaw Kyi - Member

Risk Management Working Team

Risk Management Department Risk Supervision Department

GGI’s Enterprise Risk Management Structure
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Two Risk Management Teams have been formed to support the Risk Management Committee.

GGI also forms the ERM Structure and Risk Management Division as follows:

1. Operation Risk

2. Distribution Risk

3. Technology Risk

4. Business Risk

5. Underwriting Risk

(a) Pricing Risk

(b) Policyholder Behavior Risk

6. Credit Risk

(a) Default Risk

(b) Counterparty Risk

7. Market Risk

(a) Equity Risk

(b) Interest Rate Risk

(c) Re-investment Rate Risk

(d) Currency Risk

8. Other Significant Risk

(a) Strategy Risk

(b) Regulatory Risk

After analyzing various types of risks, all the employees of GGI are systematically carrying out all the 

necessary risk management functions in harmony and unison under the policies laid down by the BOD.

Practical Risk Management Functions of GGI

The following are some of the risk-management-related functions carried out by the company during the year

of the report:

(a) Sending of teams to branches for regular checks and work coordination.

(b) Appointment of consultants for seeking advice.

(c) Auditing the accounts of the company by external audit firms.

(d) Formed the Internal Audit Department for checking  the head office and branches.

(e) Checking the claims with high value by the Compensation and Benefit Committee, after that making the payments.

(f) Accepting the decision of the Risk Assessment Committee in underwriting insurance cases with high risk,

(g) Presenting the claim cases checked by the Claim Adjusting Committee to Compensation and Benefit   

 Committee for final decision.

(h) Approving the claim amount for motor insurance policies after the weekly case-wise inspection conducted by  

 the Claim Adjusting Team.

(i) Fixing the motor insurance claim amount after taking advice from the expert mechanics of a prominent car workshop.

(j) Accepting the high risk fire and motor insurance cases through co-insurance system.

(k) Holding talks with foreign insurance companies to do reinsurance for underwriting overseas marine cargo insurance.

(l) Appointing skilled adjusters and surveyors to underwrite marine hull insurance.

Normally, an insurance company can face the following risks:
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Annual Report 2018 About GGI

Activities
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Accomplishments of GGI

GGI Activities

GGI Services
Provision of GGI Services 

The goal of GGI services is to fulfill the needs and 

expectations of customers. (For example: GGI is 

providing special services for farmers).

2017 2018 

11 Products 16 Products

General Insurance Life Insurance

Increase in Premium

The premium paid by GGI customers has reached

Ks 15.65 billion, indicating a 57.44% rise.

• Sale of the existing products shows over Ks 5,626  

 million increase while

• Sale of new products introduced in 2017-2018   

 reached over Ks 90 million

 -    
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Working Condition and
Talents Management

GGI is giving special care for its employees, and in 

average, employees are working for GGI at least 

two years.

GGI is investing in staff qualification improvement 

as loyalty of employees is key asset. A total of 

1,705 hours was spent for staff training in 2017. 

Unexpectedly, one accident occurred in 2017. 

MMK
Million

 -    

 1,000  

 2,000  

 3,000  

 4,000  

 5,000  

 6,000  

2017 2018 

Total General Insurance Total Life Insurance

Development in Claim Procedures

GGI paid Ks 5,433 million for 7,234 claim cases 

put forward by customers during the period from 

April 2017 to March 2018. Of them 97.5% are motor 

insurance claims.

People
Gender Diversity 

In the fiscal year 2017-2018, GGI has 490 employees, 

which is a 20% rise in the manpower compared 

with the fiscal year 2016-2017.

GGI ensures gender equality in its employment 

programs. It has 245 male  employees and 

another 245 female  employees.

Of the 70 managers, 64% are women.

Of the 17 members of the Top Management 41% 

are women. This year, 109 are promoted and 46 of 

them are women.

210 
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193 
45 

7 
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Staff Managers Top 
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% of Male % of Female

Recruitments Resignations

490 Employees

130 67
1705 Training Hours

Provided
22% of the people

have been promoted
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Annual Report 2017-2018

Technology

GGI is in the progress of providing international level services that are swifter and better, with the help 

of advanced IT system amidst the advancing communication technology, changing social systems and 

developing insurance market.

GGI IT Team worked restlessly over the last one year for launching the new Insurance Core System, 

collaborated with DXC Company and ACE Company, and carried out the necessary preparations, software 

customization, data migration and full digitalization with greater momentum. It has been using the new 

core system since October last year. GGI hopes to promote underwriting capabilities and superior services 

through the newly installed IT system. Thanks to the advancement of its IT system, GGI will reach the level 

of standing shoulder to shoulder with international counterparts that will join the domestic market soon.

GGI is preparing for a broader distribution channel, with the aim of buying and selling insurance products 

by customers and agents through swifter and cost-effective means by using Web Application or Mobile 

Application. The channels will further extend the Customer Base and ensure greater customer satisfaction 

by applying modern services. Since last year, Online Insurance System has been available for customers 

and agents. Continuous efforts are being made to introduce the Mobile Insurance System within the current 

budget year. Continuous efforts are being made to sell insurance products, organize sales promotion and 

advertising activities, and send notifications through the Mobile Insurance System. Advanced anti-virus 

systems, Firewalls, DRC recovery plans and Powerful Infrastructure will be implemented for the data safety 

and data security of the customers and agents.

Activities
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Human Resources Development Activities

HR Policies

GGI is a public company formed in accord with the Myanmar Companies Act. As an insurance company, its 

employees are key assets. So, GGI always observes the labour laws of the country. GGI has adopted and 

issued directives for employees and handbooks on employee ethics. Of them the following are vital:

- Rules and principles for  employee

- Employee rights

- Codes of conducts for employees

So, the following polices have been adopted for employees:

 - Recruitment & Career Development Policy 

 - Employees Benefits Policy 

 - Employees Guidance (Dos and Don’ts)

Organisation and Responsibilities

Remuneration
Committee

Board of Directors

Managing Director

Head of Business
Supporting Division

Human Resource
Department

Branches
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Remuneration Committee

Directors of the company are supervising the work to earn their rightful salary, allowances, bonuses and 

grants and reviewing the salaries, various kinds of allowances, bonuses, compensation, compassionate 

grants, other grants and old-age funds for employees and ensure equality in distributing them.

Role of HR Department

The functions of the eight staff discharging duties at the HR Department of GGI are as follows:

HR Department

HR DevelopmentHR Management CSR
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Activities
Highlight

2017-2018 Performance
GGI has adopted a non-discrimination work environment. GGI ensures 

non-discrimination in its procedures for employment or termination from 

employment or retirement. There is no gender discrimination in connection 

with employment, promotions, salaries and rights.

Of the 109 who got promotions, 46 were female staffs.

Headcount  (490 people) =  50% male + 50% female

In fact, GGI is a service provider. Underwriters need serious consideration or 

assessment of the risk, a job which calls for special skills. So the company is 

trying to enrich its human resources or its main assets to have the required 

capability.

Total training time   1,705 hours

Average training time per head  3.48 hours

Employee health and safety is the main concern of GGI. The company is 

giving special attention to ensuring a hazard-free working environment 

through protective and preventive measures as its sees health and safety 

as an essential requirement for everyone. Unfortunately,  an employee faced 

a minor workplace accident during the 2017-2018 fiscal year. Now he has 

recovered and started doing his job.
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NEW BRANCHES

GGI - Aung Mingalar

GGI - Junction 8 GGI - Kywe Se Kan

GGI - Magway

GGI - Kyauk Mae
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GGI 4th Anniversary

GGI launched its insurance services on its inauguration day on 12.6.2013. The company reached its fourth 

anniversary on 12.6.2017. In commemoration of the fourth anniversary, GGI held team-wise games in 

which all the  employee took part with unity and joy. Prizes were distributed to the prize-winners and 

food was served.
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With the aim of broadening the public awareness of the insurance and ensuring 

the availability of insurance products, GGI took part in the Cars DB Auto Show 

held on 25.12.2017 to 26.12.2017 and sold motor insurance policies there. 

CARSDB AUTO SHOW
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GGI & TMAsia SIGNING CEREMONY

With the intention of studying international insurance practices and knowledge 

more, GGI signed a technological collaboration contract with Tokyo Marine Asia Pte. 

Ltd, on 20-7-2017 at Sedona Hotel Yangon.

TMAsia Managing Director, Ichiro Maeda (Left) with GGI Managing Director, U Myo Naung (Right)

On July 20, 2017, TMAsia 

has signed an agreement 

of technical collaboration 

with GGI.
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The Vice Chairman - 3 and Senior officers of GGI shared the knowledge on Fire Insurance, 

Comprehensive Motor Insurance, Comprehensive History and Development of Insurance, 

Insurance Market and Introduction of Principles of Insurance with insurance agents.

AGENTS TRAINING

INSURANCE PROMOTING ACTIVITIES

GGI is disseminating insurance knowledge and selling insurance products not only in Yangon, but also 

in the provinces. The company held a seminar on insurance in Magway with the participation of local 

business community, imparted knowledge on farmers life insurance at the Peasants Day celebration 

of Good Brothers Company Limited in Magway and explained points about farmers life insurance and 

comprehensive motor insurance at the ceremony to introduce a new rice winnower and present awards of 

the Taung Paw Thar Yee Shin Co.,Ltd. in DaikU, Bago Region.
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CSR Activities

As a member of UNGC, GGI is always trying to observe the 17-point SDGs and the Ten Principles. 

The following are CSR activities in the fiscal year 2017-2018

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Birthday parties of staffs

Winter season sports activities

Blood donation ceremony held under the theme “Ensure healthy lives 

and promote well-being for all at all ages”.

Taking part in International White Cane Day

Donating rice bags and cloths for fire victims in Yesagyo Township, 

Pakokku

Taking part in Road Safety Campaign

Donating bottled water and T-shirts at the mass cycle race in Monywa

Subject SDGs UNGC
Principles

Labour Right

Labour Right

Human Right

Human Right

Human Right
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Philanthropic Activities
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2017 - 2018

Independent Report by

Win Thin & Associates

Financial
Statements
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Grand Guardian Insurance Public Co., Ltd

No. 19/20 A,B,C,D Junction Square Compound
Pyay Road, Kamayut Township
Yangon, Myanmar

T : +951 230 5700, 230 5701
F : +951 230 4368
E: info@ggipinsurance.com

www.ggipinsurance.com


